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Editors—Postage. Letters. The proposi
AGRICULTURAL
MAIL ARTICLES
Revolutionary Soldiers.—The whole num
tion to give Editors letters free of Postage,
ber of applications for the benefit of the new
HAYING.
which we made some few days since, meets
THE CROPS.
Pension Act will exceed twenty-five thou
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
Hay making will soon claim attention, and
with favor in many quarters :—and the only
Hay, in the vicinity of Boston, it is stated, sand, which added to those who are embrac
JAMES K. REMICH.
argument advanced against it is, that no class »it is
" now time to make
' ready and arrange will be very small in quantity.
' „. Grass in this ed in the provisions of former acts, constitute
Office on the Main-Street,-opposite the Meeting-House.
of citizens ought to be allowed exclusive priv your plans of proceeding. In cutting grass region, our agricultural friends inform us, a total of more than thirty thousand survi
TERMS-OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
for hay, a proper attention should be paid to I is rather backward, but yet the crop will be vors of the Revolution. Of this number
ileges, or be made a privileged class.
Two dollars per annum, if paid within theyear.—
The truth of this assertion no one will de the state of its groyvth. If cut too early, or be large.—Haying commenced auspiciously. more than six hundred are living in the coun
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which ny,;—but if partially opening the Post Office fore it has obtained its most perfect state, '
Winter Grain looks well, and there are ma ty of Worcester. There are besides many
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year.—No to editors is granting them exclusive privile there is much loss in drying. If it stands too ny fields of wheat around us which appear
who served a shorter term than is requisite to
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub ges, then, already we are thus endowed, for late it is not only harder to mow, but the seed, remarkably fine. There is a greater amount obtain a pension.— Worcester Spy.
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
the
most
nutritive
part,
will
shell
out
while
newspapers come to us free at present while
of wheat growing in this vicinity than at any
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for the community pay postage.
drying. But when there is much hay ma- previous °time.. Our
L
____ r_____ says, Hostilities commencedinMarspee.—We learn
correspondent
But there is no exclusive grant of privilege, king to be done, the whole cannot be per- » should it yield abundantly as it now prom- from a correct source, that the Marspecian
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount
because this privilege given to them is bene formed at precisely the right season. It will; jSes, we shall probably be able to raise our Indians, in Barnstable County, have carried
charged for its insertion.
ficial to the whole community, and the Peo therefore be expedient to cut the thickest own wheat hereafter.” Apples will be plen- into effect their Manifesto forbidding the
ple are more benefitted than the Editors. grass, and that which has lain, or is in dangerj ty as well as most kinds of fruit. The peach whites entering upon their plantation to cut
MISCELLANEOUS.
’
’been weighed
...............
Newspapers will not be diminished in price,' of lying down. The thinest grass should be 1'trees never have
down with or carry off wood, after the first of July, as
whether letters are received by Editors free cut next, which is apt to be soonest ripe, and I such quantities. If half of them ripen’they we stated yesterday. On Monday, the 1st
WELL, IT’S TIME YOU HAD.
of all that whiph is on a medium between will be sufficient to break down every tree not inst. two carts were sent on to the plantations
Miss Sarah Ann Webster, of Philadelphia, or not. But if letters can be received by Ed last
thick and thin. If your mowing ground is properly and seasonably secured. Cherries to carry off’wood, by direction of the Over
lately communicated to the editor of the itors “ free,” their means of obtaining infor level,
the use of a horse rake will greatly light are abundant and of a fine flavor this season. seers, as they have heretofore been in the
Philadelphia Gazette, the fact of her marriage mation will be such that the Public will have en your
labor.
news, more certain, more distinct, and
Strawberries are plenty, but the absence of a practice of doing. The carts having been
with Mr. Jonathan S. Paul, a gentleman of better
If a second crop is expected, the grass may warm Sun deprives them of their usual deli loaded, nine Indians, headed by Apes the
more interesting. The Public also can order
that city. On the publication of the notice newspapers
without subjecting themselves to be cut a little earlier than might be otherwise. cious sweetness. Caterpillars and the Canker preacher, made their appearance, unloaded
Mr. Paul immediately made a public state
It is a good plan to mix layers of green or worm are rarely seen in this vicinity and the wood, and drove the carts empty off'the
ment that no such marriage had or was like postage.
new cut grass, especially of clover, with lay hence the foliage of the whole country is re plantation. They offered no violence what
The
transmission
of
money
through
the
Post
ly to take place.—We suppose Miss Web Office to pay for newspapers is a serious tax ers
of straw in the mow. In this way the markably fresh and beautiful. The counties ever to the whites employed in taking the
1
ster was actuated by the same motives, as
strength
of the clover is absorbed by the straw,
upon
the
People.
Make
such
letters
free,
—
i
wood. We learn farther that it was the inten
Miss Ursula Wolcott but her efforts were not and the People are benefitted, not the news which thus impregnated, horses and cat east of us are, many parts of therm
the eye, as every vestige of a greMg leaf sion of the Overseers to send a stronger force
crowped with the same success.
tle will eat greedily. In case you have no gone and the fruit^jdesttpyed* by
papers.
living ' to take the wood the following day, or yesBetween the Wolcott and Griswold fami
on hand, (which we told or ought to scourge. The Qdnnfecticut 'Ygifey'is remark-, ■iteyiTay, and in case the Indians interfered, to
To argue against the abuses of a grant straw
i
lies, two of the most ancient and respectable ought not to affect the justice of the grant. have told you to preserve for this very pur ably exempt ftpin Caterpillars; and Canker,
them arrested and commited to Barn
in Connecticut, there existed a remote rela Guard the grant as much as possible. At pose) you may mix some of your last year’s yyorms^ while ^¿/country frdjdiriingl it is lit stable jail. It was determined to arrest Apes
tionship. Ursula Wolcott, afterwards the the worst, the abuses can be but few. And in hay, (on the north scaffold at the right hand erally eaten £p with them.
'
•
and commit him if possible.—Dai. Advo.
wife of the first Gov. Griswold, was a lady of reply to the Globe we say, if an anonymous of the barn door) which is doubtless very dry
■'Noidhampton Courier.
superior intellect and accomplishments, and writer desires to libel another, the charges of by this time, wit?h such new cut grass as it
Pedestrianism.—The gentleman who has
perhaps unequalled in the State for sagacity a postage will not restrain him. Besides two may be expedient to house in your barn be
The Harvest of Virginia.—The Richmond
and shrewdness. Notwithstanding the supe thirds of the correspondents from Washington, fore it is altogether as dry as a “ remainder Enquirer of Friday, says : “the wheat har engaged to walk a distance of 2,000 miles in
70 days, living the whole tune on bread and
riority of her endowments and the shining are members of Congress of all parties, and biscuit.”
vest has commenced on both sides of the
was weighed at Fuller’s Gymnasium
excellence of her character, she remained un already they have the franking privilege., and
It is also recommended in the Agricultural James River—but under the most unfavor water,
Sunday morning. He weighed in his
married until about the age of 30. Finding it undoubtedly do their share of “ libelling,” Report of Scotland, to apply from four to eight able auspices. The early wheat will be in on
pantaloons, shirt, and light shoes, 118 lbs.
at length indispensably necessary to turn whether they belong to the Jackson or other quarts of salt to a ton of new hay, while de every way inferior in quantity, and we fear Yesterday
morning he set off on his arduous
her attention to matrimony, or become in fact parties. If, however, a man cannot stand a- positing it in a barn or stack. It is found in quality. We never heard so much com undertaking.
a quarter past 10 o’clock,
what she already was in name, an old maid, buse in this country, and the press is to be re that hay thus salted can be well saved in a plaint about blighted heads. A farmer in Ches he reached EastAtChesther,
and expected to be
she remarked to her friends, that she had stricted because many Editors are disposed greener state, and, at the same time the ben terfield informs us, that he scarcely expects al
Tontine, in New Haven, by night.
come to the conclusion of spending a few that way, we are falling upon unlucky times. efit which the hay derives from the salt, is more than half a crop will be made. To add
N. Y. Cour.
weeks at Lyme, for the purpose of courting
We reiterate then, Editors gain but little more than four times its value. More than a to these difficulties, the harvest has struggled
her cousin Matthew.
from such a grant. Their newspapers are as peck of salt should not be applied to a ton of with continued rains on Wednesday, and par
Murder.—The Concord N. H. Spirit of In
On her arrival at Lyme, she found her high now as they will be then. But then, the hay, as over salting diminishes its nutriment. tial showers yesterday. The corn and to quiry states that the wife of Mr. Chauncy
cousin Matthew, who was also considered an People will pay no postage in ordering news
The art of hay making consists in render bacco are also suffering with the grass, tec. Cofran, of Pembroke, the same who was last
old bachelor, more disposed to devote his at papers or in sending money—none for com ing it sufficiently dry to prevent its heating
winter with her husband assaulted with an
tention to his Coke and Littleton, than to his mercial correspondence, none for letters from’ too much in the stack or mow, and at the
The farmers in the vicinity of Boston have axe while asleep, by a young man named
cousin Ursula ; but she was determined at all all parts of the Union relating to public affairs, same time preserving as much as possible commenced
their hay, and it is dis Prescott, pretending himself also to be asleep,
events to bring him to the point. She occa statistics, &c.—for the newspapers will take without danger, the natural juice of the grass. covered thatgathering
the
grass
so light it will not was on Sunday, 23d inst. murdered by ♦
sionally would meet him in the hall or on the means to have such letters as a matter of Clover say some, after it is cut should re gxceed one half of the isaverage
of the i same young man in open day. Mrs. Cofran.
stairs, and after carelessly passing him, turn course. Of the letters received by us now, main in the swath till it is dried about two past six years. This fact has been crop
had but just recovered from the iuf » she
stated
round and eagerly inquire, ‘ What’s that you two thirds are “ paid” by the People who thirds of its thickness. It should then not be so many sources, in neighboring towns, from
had previously received, and all fears h re
that
said ?’ To which he would reply, ‘ that he send them,—and so every Editor in the Uni spread, but turned over, and as little shaken we fear it must be taken as of general appli gard to the young man’s character has been
had’nt said any thing.’ After several unsuc ted States will probably say of his own busi or stirred about as possible, before it is put cation.—Boston Press.
for sometime allayed, as his former offence
under cover. Others, however, advise to
cessful attempts to make him understand, ness.—Portland Daily Advertiser.
was considered merely as an extraordinary
spread the swath immediately after the mow
she met him one day on the stairs, and after
instance of somnambulism. The day on
Col.
Drayton.
—
A
letter
from
Charleston
making the usual inquiry and receiving the
which the murder took place, he told Mrs.
It has been decided in New York that er, in order to make it as fast as possible, and
usual answer, she hastily replied, ‘ Well, I when a man takes a newspaper out of the be careful to carry it to the barn or stack be published in the Georgia Constitutionalist Cofran that there was an .abundance ofstraw
states
that
Col.
Drayton,
whose
firm
and
pat

think it’s time you had !’ Matthew could not Post Office, or lifts and reads it when left at fore the leaves are dry enough to crumble. Wb
berries a short distance from the house, and
avoid taking the hint, and a short time after, his door, or sent to his address, without or apprehend that the mode in this case may be riotic course during the Nullifying Excite invited her to go with him to pick some of
ment
in
Carolina,
elicted
the
heart-felt
ap

varied
according
to
circumstances.
If
the
they became one of the most happy and re dering it discontinued, he becomes responsi
She went, and when they came to
plause of every friend of our Union, has been! them.
spntT he took a stake from the fence, and
spectable couples in Connecticut.
ble for the payment of the subscription, and weather be fair ahcTsettled, spread the swaths ; compelled
to abandon his native State, by the’ the
but
if
lowering
and
variable,
let
your
grass
re

by beating her upon the head caused her
becomes de facto a subscriber, although he
main as left by the mower, turning it over unceasing intriguesand hostility of his polit death in a few minutes He immediately
Anecdote of Spurzheim.—It is a curious fact may never have ordered it.
ical
opponents.
It
is
known
that
Judge
which we learn from a note to Spurzheirn’s
went to the house, and sat down at the back
The frauds practised upon newspaper pub when half dry without spreading.
Smith, formerly a Senator from South Caroli' door
Physiognomy, published by Marsh, Capen lishers are insufferable, and are complained
reading the trial of Avery.—A young
na,
was
induced,
from
a
similar
cause,
to
re

& Lyon, that the deceased Philanthropist, of in every section of the country. We be
From the Gennessee Farmer.
lady saw him, observed he appeared very
move
to
Alabama.
It
must
be
a
ruthless
when he visited the prison at Hartford last lieve our subscription list is as good as that of
’ strange, and was afraid to approach him.
spirit of persecution, which would endeavor She informed the husband of the deceased
fall, pointed out the two men who became any of our neighbors, yet we have upon our
SUMMER PRUNING.
to
destroy
the
domestic
quiet
of
men
who
are
I who went out, and was told by the murderer
the leaders in the late conspiracy and mur books, and all accruing in a little more than
A strong argument %n favor of summer prun
der as very bad criminals. Dr. Brigham, who two years and a half, several hundred dollars ing, and also of spare pruning, may be drawn no less eminent for their private and social that he had killed his wife. The startled
virtues
than
for
their
patriotism.
—
Balt.
Gaz.
husband went directly to the spot where the
was in company with him, says :—
due from persons who have received our pa from the following physiological data, which
“ The negro/Csesar Reynolds, who, from per for a greater or less time, and then have we quote from Mr. J. Gross, and which every
„ deed was committed, and found his wife just
Extensive Robbery.—The jewelry store of I expiring. Her combs were broken and her
the testimony, it appears, actually committed either moved away—run away—refused ta man of science will appreciate as correctly
Mr. L. Muh, Chartres street, was entered 1i head bruised very much. The young man’s
the murder, he noticed when at some dis king—refused paying—or are good-for-noth stated.
tance and remarked, “ that negro interests me ing, or deceased. Some of these cases are of “ It is well known to vegetable physiolo during the night of Saturday, and articles to age is 15 or 16 he made no attempt to es
were stolen.
cape, and has been secured,
muchf and beggad the liberty of examining the most flagitious character, adding insult to gists of the present day, that timber on the to the amount of $18,0.00
New Orleans Courier.
his head minurely ; and after he had done fraud. We are determined to prosecute for trunk of a tree, is composed of concentric lay
so, he said be bad the, best information intel the recovery of some of these demands, and ers, or rather cylinder being the produce of one
Fires during the last six months.—It will be
A letter from New Orleans of the 5th ult. seen by the annexed statement of fires in the
lectually of any negro he ever saw, (and he hold the delinquents up to be pointed at by year. It is likewise generally agreed, that the
says
:
is far superior to most blacks,) but stated that their more just and virtuous neighbors.
fibrous part of these cylinders in aggregate of
city and vicinity, during the last six months,
“ The State of Missouri is fast becoming a that the fire department have had a busy sea
he was a wretchpd and dangerous man, ca
the fibres (or roots, as they may without much
Maine Working Men’s Advocate.
wheat
growing
country
;
and
it
is
said
that
pable of doing any wickedness, and one that
son, whatever others may think to the con
impropriety be called) which originate from
would persevere in iniquity.
Easy mode of fine-edging Razors.—On the the base of each leaf bud, and descend to the she will supply us with fresh flour when the trary. In the city the number of fires during
waters
are
too
low
in
the
Ohio
river
to
admit
“ The Warden has repeatedly assured me rough side of a strap of leather, or on the un ground, insinuating themselves between the
the six months ending June 30,.1833, was 42 ;
that Dr. S. gave the charcters of many of the dressed calf-skin binding of a book, rub a inner bark and the outer sap wood, covering of boat navigation, which will prevent any and out of the city, at which the Boston Fire
criminals, especially the noted ones, as cor piece of tin, or a common pewter spoon for the surface of the latter. It is evident there great advance in price here.”
Department turned out 12 ; false alarms 21,
—making in all, 75 turns out. The loss jn
rectly as he himself could, who had long half a minute, or till the leather becomes fore, and was long ago observed by Duhamel,
The Cincinnati Journal relates an instance the city was $40J)50, of which $21,760 was
glossy with the metal. If the razor be pass that any natural circumstances which re
known them.”
ed over this leather about half a dozen times, markably increase or diminish the number of of a respectable young man of that city, who insured ; the loss out of the city, was $30,700^
was entrusted with the conveyance of $7000 of which only $3000 was insured. Loss iu
Young Anti-Jacksonites.—The teacher of it will acquire a finer edge than by any other leaf-buds in a tree, will occasion a correspond from
New Orleans being the money of his all, .$70,750 ; insurance $23,760. During the
ent modification in the thickness of the wood
one of our public schools a few days since method.—Mechanics Magazine.
produced by them. Pruning in the autumn employers. He was “ taken in” by a set of twelve months of.1832, there were oply 50
informed his pupils that the committee of ar
A French ship called Le Silence lately ar or early in the spring, diminishes the num gamblers, who stripped him of every far fires in the city ; 18 out, at which the Depart
rangements had invited the schools to a
ment turned out ; and 60 false alarms* Loss
public procession on the day of the President’s rived at Havre from Rio de Janeiro, bringing ber of leaf buds, and will consequently be fol thing.
arrival, and he requested all his scholars who a cargo of 10,000 parrots ! Le Silence must lowed by a thinner layer of wood than usual.” OnThursday, 20th ult.while engaged in firing in the city, $61,863,34, of which $24,078,34
was insured ; out of the city, $25,650, of
The above considerations, superadded to
were in favor of it to rise.—At once about a have made some little noise both in the old
salute from the ship Anne, at Bristol, R. 1. which $12,300 was insured.—Loss in all,
those recently stated in the Farmer in favor aone
hundred hopped upon their feet with the and new worlds.
of
the
men,
Mr.
John
Thompson,
of
that
$87,513,34; insurance $36,378,34.
From
of summer pruning, we trust will induce some
greatest alacrity : but there were six little
Texas.—We have received a printed copy to make the experiment of innovating upon place, met with a very serious aedident. He this it appears that there were only 14 more
fellows who sat still and sullen. The school
was in the act of ramming down one of the
was dismissed with the request that the six of the constitution of the State of Texas, the old, but we think bad practice, of pruning guns, when it accidentally exploded, and actual fires in 1832, than in half of the present
should remain—the master wanted to talk made in General Convention in the town of in the autumn or spring. The time recom bruised and mangled his right arm to such a year ; and that the amount of damage was
with ’em. The rest having retired, the teach San Felipe de. Austin, in the month of April, mended for summer pruning, it will be re degree that amputation Was considered ne only $16,763 more in 1832 than in the present
year.—Boston Patriot.
er interrogated them. What is the reason 1833. It appears to be sufficiently well membered, is between the first and second cessary.
drawn up, upon the model of our State Con growth, late in June or early in July.
you didn’t rise with the others ?
Sale of Public Lands.—«Six townships of
“ Didn’t want to,” said one of them with stitutions—and appended to it are the names
Counterfeiter Arrested.—A man calling him Massachusetts land in this State were sold at
of
more
than
fifty
members
of
the
Conven

Stirring
the
Soil
in
a
Drought.
—
It
is
an
es

his lip curled and his brow knit.
self George W. Howe, a Canadian, was ar auction in Bangor last week, and all pur
Didn’t want to ? But what’s the reason? tion, none of whom appear to be Mexicans, tablished opinion, that the more the soil is rested by the Boston Contables in Cambridge chased by Mr. Huntington of Boston, at pri
though
the
Slate
professes
to
belong
to
the
hoed,
harrowed
and
ploughed
in
dry
weather,
Don’t you want to see the President when he
Mexican Confederacy.
We perceiye that the better are plants enabled to withstand the on Wednesday, on suspicion of being con ces ranging from $3 07 to 3 81 i cents.
comes ?
It will be recollected that the lands sold
Ex-Governor
Houston,
of
Tennessee,
was in want of rain. The recorded effects of fre cerned in the robbery of the money in Mr.
Don’t care much about it, said the boy.
Kinsley’s charge, at the City Tavern. It was by our rulers to pay for the State House,
the
Convention,
and
we
should
have
suppo

quently
stirring
the
soil
are
surprising.
Ex

But why not ?
sed that he would be the most distinguished cellent crops have thus been obtained, when ascertained that he had none of this money, brought, on an average, 23 cents an acre ! It
O, I don’t like him very well.
and it is thought had no connection with that must be regarded as evincing the most con
Don’t like him ? Well who do you like man among them ; but the constitution is prospects were most forbidding.—It is as villany : but he had in his possession $4060 summate folly on t he part of those who man
signed by Wm. II. Wharton, as President. serted, that when dry weather occurs in the
then.
Balt. Gazette.
spring, before the roots have extended far, in counterfeit bills of the Marblehead Grand age the affairs of this State, that they have all
Why, said the little fellow, I like Mr. Clay
there is still a greater necessity of more fre Bank, in 5s, 10s, 20s and 100s.—He was to along disposed of our public lands in large
the best.
The'following was written on the back of a quent hoeing and ploughing. The reasons be examined yesterday afternoon, but this tracts to speculators, at prices barely sufficient
assigned are, that more of the moisture in the was postponed until the necessary witnesses to cover the expenses of sales and of taking
Some workmen recently, while setting a one dollar bill of the Montpelier Bank, Ver atniosphere is condensed, particularly in the could be summoned. He says there are a care of the unsold lands—or not much more,
state.
mont
lye vat at a soap and candle manufactory in
This is the last dollar I have left out of night, and that more air, which is a poor con hundred persons concerned with him^ and it Mr. Norton, Land Agent in 1830, first called
New York, owing to the darkness of the cel 15,000,
me by a father ; and O, God ! ductor of heat becomes imprisoned in the is said has agreed to expose them if his own the attention of the public to this subject, and
lar, used a light. After removing the earth how has left
condemned the policy which had been pur
it
gone
? Would to heaven 1 could soil, and thus prevents the heat from pene punishment can be mitigated.—Bos. Pat.
to the depth of a foot or two, they struck the say by doing good.
sued. Gov. Smith took the same view in his
trating.—JV. Y. Farmer.
But,
alas
!
the
theatre
top of an old coffin, on breaking which a gas and lotteries and the gaming table have con
A Frolic.—Several gentlemen of N. York, first message, in January, 1831, The lands
escaped, which took fire, and threw the work sumed it all ; and I am now a vagabond up
To prevent the annoyance of Flies.—Far on the 4th July last, intended to start at six have not been sacrificed so lavishly within
men into a consternation. Those who were
on
the
earth,
and
am
in
fear
I
shall
soon
take
mers/might
easily save the flesh of horses and o’clock in the morning for Philadelphia, dine the last two years ; but it was too late to
above supposed the building to be on fire. up my abode in a gloomy cell.
cows,
and
confer
a great kindness on the an there at two, and start at three on their re preserve much of the most valuable land in
The manufactory is on the site of an old bury
imals,
in
preventing
the usual annoyance of turn ; taking with them their Philadelphia the State, which had previously passed into
June
1,
1832.
ing place. The coffin may have been that
the hands of speculators for a mere trifle.
flies, by simply oiling the parts most exposed. entertainers, to take supper in New-York.
Hallowell Adv.
of an old toper.
“Any ting pite you dare ?” enquired one Flies will not alight a moment ob the spot
New Potatoes, of good size, from the Pem
over
which
an
oiled
sponge
has
been
pressed.
Dutchman
of
another
engaged
in
angling
:
Scott and Ceesar, criminals confined in the
A country pedagogue once having the mis
Probably either fish or flaxseed oil would an berton Hill Garden of Messrs. Willott & Wil
fortune to have his school house burnt down “ No, netting at all.” “ Veil,” returned the swer but what I have known used with suc son, were sent to the Tremont House, Boston, jail in Hartford, Conn, under sentence of
death, for the late murder in the State Prison,
was obliged to remove to a new one, where other, “ netting pite me too.”
cess was the Tanners oil. Every man who on Saturday, 22d ult,
made an unsuccessful'attempt to effect their
he reprimanded one of his boys who mis
is
compassionate
to
his
beast
ought
to
know
The citizens of Danvers, Mass, have deter
escape on the evening of the 24th ult,
spelt a number of words, by telling him he
Mr.
Henry
Hone
has
become
sole
propri

this
simple
remedy,
and
every
livery
stable
did not spell as well as in the old school mined to erect a permanent and appropriate and country Inn, ought to have a supply at etor of the New-York Standard. Mr. Mum
house.—“ Well thomehow or nother,” said monument in memory of eight of the citizens hand for the use of travellers,
The Sea Serpent was seen off Nahant on
ford continues in the establishment as junior
the urchin with a scowl, “ I can’t thack^ git of that town who fell at the battle of LexingSaturday afternoon last.
Greenfield Gazette. 1 Editor.
i
ton.
the hang of this ere new school house,”
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The Sea Serpent and the Steam Boat.
Letters from Havana, to June 15, speak of The Steamer Connecticut arrived this j
¿PS ¿3
a
MAIL ARTICLES,
FOREIGN NEWS.
the Cholera as existing in the interior of the morning later than usual, having been em- ,
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Return of the President.—The President of Island, but say nothing of it at Havana ; leav ployed for about an hour in chasing a shoal • .
LA'Î'E FROM EUROPE.
- --- ------------------- _ - J-------- __*
By the Philadelphia and Silas Richards,, the United Slates passed this city this morn- ing the inference, that the report of its having of Sea Serpents. About 6 o’clock last jeve-1 Jackson Nominations.—A Jackson Con
London dates to rhe 23d, and Liverpool of, ingon bis return to Washington. He arri- lu.oken out anew previous to the 11th, was ning, a schooner off Nahant hailed.the Con- ’ vention, for Cumberland County, holden at
juonuon at
ved in the steamboat Providence, from Prov- without foundation.
neeticut, and told Capt. Porter, that if he
the 24th May, and Pans dates to the 21st, ¡¿euC(?5 just jn time, by a spirited pursuit, to
At Tampico.—From the New'Orleans wmddkok ottt”fie might ¡e'e* 7hV Sea “Ser- Gray, on the 4th inst., nominated Francis 0.
have been received at.New-York.
( overtake the New Philadelphia, for Philadel- Courier of thè evening of June 18thx, we learn pent, for “ he bore east of Nahant.” The J. Smith, Esq. one of the editors of the EastOn Friday, the 17th, Mr. Buckingham, the phia, about three miles bclowthe city, on board that the schr. Emperor arrived on the morn Connecticut steered accordingly,—and very ern Argus, as a candidate for Representa
Member for Sheffield, gave notice, that on ' ofwhich the President went, intending to pur ing of that day, bringing most disastrous ac soon, not one Sea Serpent alone, but three, tive to Congress. Mr. Smith received 45
Monday, the 30th of May, when the Govern sue his journey to Baltimore this evening, and counts of the ravages of the Cholera at Tam some say four, appeared in sight. All the
ment plan for the gradual abolition of slave arrive in Washington tomorrow noon. The pico. She left Tampico on the 9th.
passengers saw these monsters of the deep out of 53 votes thrown in the Convention—
ry is to be brought before the House, he President though rather feeble, exhibited great
A letter of the 7th states that in the 14 days with their own eyes, distinctly and clearly. 8 votes were thrown for James C. Churchill.
would move, as an amendment to that plan, cheerfulness and animation in conversation previous to the 6th, there had been six hun- ; One of the passengers who had a good view The Jeffersonian complains loudly of this
with the ladies and gentlemen passengers on bred deaths by Cholera, and that on the 6th ; says, that one of the serpents was one hun- nomination—accuses Mr. Smith of changing
the following resolutions :
1. That every slave in his Majesty’s do board the boat, and with his tall snow-capt the deaths amounted to a hundred and thirty. \ dred feet in length,—with a head partly in . .
.
.
, to the
. TT o d i’
. form ofr a snake
b I andi partly
.i in
• .!the j-form .ofr his sentiments
m regard
U. S. Bank
minions has an indefeasible right to emanci form, waving his hat, formed a conspicuous The fatality is greater in proportion to the ( the
”
signal in bringing io the New Philadelphia. population, than has been experienced in any ! a pickerel. Some say this largest serpent and of being a lukewarm friend, to say the
pation, without delay, and without price.
While almost all the passengers were com- other considerable town within our kuowl- , was yet longer. Another of the serpents was leas', to the President. It thinks Mr. Church2. That from and after the 21st of August,
.....................
...... t Majesty
u
1834, the anniversary
of bis present
’s pelled to go below by the motion of the bpat edge. Tampico is estimated to contain about , judged to be abopt 90 feet long. One thyew j|j
better man, and, judging from the rebirth day, slavery shall cease to exist in eve- : in coming round Point Judith, the President 3000 souls. By some there are said to be bès ' his body out of water about fifty feet in a spi- '
. on the
.
..
. in the
. 1 .■
,
,
.•
,i -i r
, _..i at times
1 ij marks
subject
last number
of
ry part of the British Empire.
( kept his position cheerfully on deck in cou- tween 4000 and 5000. On the 8th, the day ral undulatory
motion,
which
formed
J
3. That immediate measures be taken to ' versation. with one or two gentlemen who re- before the Emperor sailed, there were,said to upon a calm sea a beautiful dark arch. Dur- (that paper, we should suppose it to be the fir
ascertain the actual amount of pecuniary loss mained. He passed many encomiums on the have been a hundrèd and eighty-three deaths. ing a portion of this time, one of the serpents ¡tention of a portion of the party to support
that may be sustained by the owners of colo East, and said he had been filled with admi
We understand, says the paper above men was thought to he distant about 20 rods. And Mr c> in opposition to Mr. Smith.-The Gray
nial estates, from the substitution of free la ration from the time he entered N. England. tioned, that the disease was chiefly confined before and after this near approach, they 1 „
.
■ . i Allen
ah
n zi
■>
, , .be seen rfor some time with
• i a glass.
> J ; Convention
a , so nominated
rl.
Cobb,
bor for slave labor on their several planta The manufacturing establishments, he said, to the lower classes, and but one foreign mer could
tions ; and to determine to what extent the were perfect, nothing in the world could ex chant had died of it. The American Con ; «The serpents seemed to enjoy the sport, and ■ Asaph Howard, Josiah I ierce and_ Jonathan
>__ i around
_
i athe
1_ . i..
_ *. for some time—per
___  i o
.. : * as
_ ___
.!• j,. __ c*for
_______________ ..
national funds should be appropriated to ceed them ; and such establishments, con sul, Mr. Robinson, was perfectly well at the ! played
boat
Smith
candidates
State Senators, and•
compensate all those by whom such pecuni ducted with such skill, he was sure could date of the last accounts.
haps they took it for another “ Sarpent” in. or Gen. Thomas Todd, publisher of the Argus,
need no protection.
ary loss may be actually sustained.
A French bark, name not mentioned, lost on the deep—and were seeking for an intro for County Treasurer.
The President said he was. persuaded his every person belonging to her, except one duction.
4. That an adequate supply of a preventive
police, of an independent magistracy, and of1 friends would excuse his return to Washing man.
Of all these facts, we are informed by
teachers for infant and adult schools, be sent I ton under all the circumstances. It is underGorham Parks, of Bangor, has been nomi
Our last private advices from Vera Cruz many persons, verbally by one, upon whom
out from the mother country to all our colo- ( stood that the journey was intended to be spoke of its being sickly there, but the nature we can rely—and who has hitherto been in nated by a Jackson Convention as a eandinies in which slavery is to be abolished ; the I prolonged to the 15th of July, which would of the disease was not distinctly stated. We credulous enough. We do not,we can- ■
for Representative to Congress from
expense to be borne out of the funds hither- [ have given time to go further East and to are apprehensive that it will prove to have not doubt, the testimony of so many persons, ;; dare
..
Penobscot
and Somerset Congressional Disto appropriated to the support of our military i visit Albany, Saratoga, and the West^ per- been .the Cholera.—N. Y. Jour, of Com.
in a steam boat, upon a quiet sea,—with the j *
estahlishments in those parts, which on the ■ haps Niagara. The reason assigned for
power of stoppingr'and following the objects ( trict. There was no opposition to his nomi
New-Orleans,
June
15.
—
From
information
entire abolition of slavery, may be extensive abandoning the plan in all its extent, is the
of their curiosity whithersoever they pleased nation in the Convention.—What is to be
rather feeble state of the President’s health obtained from several respectable physicians
ly and safely reduced.
Portland Dai. Adv. 6th inst. j done with Dr. Bates ?—Joseph Kelsey and
and the unfavorable influence of the weather^ of our acquaintance, we are enabled to state
LONDON, MAY 22.
with certainty that the cholera has lost much
N- Y. Jour, oj Com. July ^.
Holland Belgium.—A preliminary treaty
Found dead in the woods about a mile Jonathan P. Rogers have been nominaof its intensity. We do not doubt the asser
was yesterday signed by the Plenipotentia
from
this village, a few rods from the road ; ted as candidates to be supported by the
ries of Great Britain, France and Holland,
The President, accompanied by the Vice tion, for those from whom we got our infor leading to Rochester, Mr. Jacob Clark of Ber Jackson party for State Senators for Penob
which so far as it goes, will give great satis President and Secretary of the Navy, his Pri mation are trust worthy, and we also ascer wick, aged 78 years. He left the' residence
faction to the commercial world, as well as vate Secretary, and Col. Earl, arrived in this tained that the apothecaries have not had by of his son-in-law, Mr. Brackett, on Sunday scot County.
to a great number of line-aud-rule political city at 10 o’clock this morning. After reach far so many calls latterly as some few days morning last, as was supposefl, to visit his
Leonard Jarvis has been nominated for re
thinkers, who deem a rupture with Holland ing Concord, he found that his strength would ago.- We hope our fellow citizens will keep daughter in this place, and was expected to
to be uncongenial with the spirit of our rim- not'enable him to undergo a repetition of the I up their spirits, and continue to persist in return home before night: As he did not re election as member of Congress for the Dis
tional history. The treaty consists of six ar labors which the various engagements he their precautionary measures. The burials turn, his friends became alarmed, and a trict of Hancock and Washington, by Jackticles, by the first of which the English and had made, yvould require of him.—And the yesterday were 33 ; the day previous 47. o 01/(11
V 41 was
VV 0.0
vv/l
search
coinmenfeed and continued till
French embargoes will be taken oft the re effect of further exposure to the North East
Maysville, Ky. June, 27.—f'
torneo our last 3 Thursday noon),. when he was found in the son Conventions holden at Machias in
in
tni^<
ninna
.
.
spective ports of each nation, and the conse ern winds, it was feared might prove perma deaths by Cholera Have occurred in this place. place above named.—Being feeble from age, Washington, and Ellsworth in Hancock—in
In Flemingsburg, as late as Monday eve and subject to aberrations of mind, it is sup the former, Mr. Jarvis received 28 votes and
quent measures in interruption of the naviga nently detrimental to his constitution, after
tion by the Dutch nation will be removed. his indisposition at Boston.—He was, there ning, 28th, the disease continued to rage with posed he lost his way and in crossing a
2. The intercourse between the respective fore, under the necessity of giving up his unabated violence. Up to that period, there swamp, became entangled in the bushes and Judge Dickinson 16.
parties will assume the same posture as before | journey, without going to Portland, in Maine', had been 51 deaths. The population of mire so that he was unable to extricate him
National Republican Conventions are
the French expedition in November last, and which he intended to have made the termin Flemingsburg amounted to between 6 and self.— Great Jails Journal.
notified to be holden in Kennebec County, at
the services of the French and English squad ation of bis. tour at the North.
700 when the Cholera broke out, of which
rons be dispensed with. 3. The Dutch gar
The President left Concord for Washing about one half early abandoned the place.
Governor Cass.—An invitation was given Augusta, on the first day of next month, to
rison of Antwerp, prisoners of war, will be ton, on Monday, the. 1st instant, after break
Paris.—Our accounts from Paris are to by the citizens of Portsmouth, N. H. a few nominate State and County Officers, and at
sent home. 4. The armistice between Hol fast. and reached this city at 10 o’clock this Monday evening,' June 24. Deaths by Chol days since to Gov. Cass, to partake with them
land and Belgium will be continued till the morning, accomplishing a journey of 474 era, down to that date, 37, viz : on the 21st, I of a public dinner, but was declined by him Waterville, on the 30th inst. to nominate a
settlement of a permanent separation.—5. The miles in three days. His strength has re 16 ; 22d, 8 ; 23d, 7 ; 24th, 6.
i in consequence of the necessity of pursuing candidate for Member of Congress for Ken
navigation of the Scheldt will in the mean cruited considerably since he commenced
nebec and Somerset Congressional District.
Lower Blue Licks.—The Cholera burst his journey without delay.
time remain free. " 6. The navigation of the his return.—Washington Globe July 4.
forth at this celebrated watering place on |
Meuse during the same period will be open,
The Bangor Courier (a national republi
Wednesday, June 20th, and very
v soon dis- || Another Band sale. Mr. Coffin, the Land
subject to the tariff settled by the treaty of
Contents of Mr. Randolph's Will.—We un-• persed its throng of visitants. F
can journal,) recommends that the People of
I
t
orn
8
to
10
Agent
of
Massachusetts,
has
advertised
that
in
Mayence.
derstand from a friend at Charlotte Court-(deaths occurred within 48 hours after the <• consequent e of the gross imposition palmed Maine, without distinction of party, “ give
On Portuguese?affairs the London Courier house, that the will of Mr. Randolph was ■ disease made its appearance. The Venera-j off uppn him” at
the sale at Bangor, he will their united and honest support in favor of
says:—“ We may confidentlyvsay, from pri opened at Roanoke, his late residence, on ble'Major BtMinger, a relict of the revolution, j ofter again six townships
ofiand at auction at
vate communications which we have receiv Friday last,-by Judge Leigh, in presence of and one of the early poineers of the West, Bangor on the 14th of August.—To prevent the re-election of Samuel E. Smith for their
ed, that the cause of the Queen of Portugal Judge Tucker and one or two other gentle- | we Iparn, lost every member of his white fam
Governor the ensuing year.”—The Courier
has not yet presented so favorable appearan men. The following are the principal if not( ily, including one of his married daughters, ‘ impositions again, persons who may bid off/a
r .. ..
township will be required ’before making a thinks that Mr. Dunlap is strongly tinctured
ces as it does at this moment. We cannot at the only devises.
”
~ ’ who resided with him, and his choice, to deposit five thousand dollars, or a
Mrs. ”
Bedford,
with the doctrines of Nullification, that his
present enter into details, the publicity of To Henry St. .George Tucker, President of j son,
B. 4. Bedinger, of Campbell, who bond with good securities to that amount, that
which tend to mar the very success' so ar the Court of Appeals of Virginia, $10,000.’ cameDr.
election would “ most manifestly favor the ato
the
assistance
of
the
family.
!
Q
ie
conditions
of
the
sale
shall
he
fulfilled.
dently desired by all the friends of constitu To Judge Leigh of Halifax, $10,000.
I Health of the City.—-It is with satisfaction
bettors of Nullification,” and that one of the I
Boston Daily Courier.
tional liberty throughout Europe ; but we
To Judge Leigh’s son, John Randolph (that we announce, that the Cholera has dis------------ -principal causes which led the movers of
can state the fact, that brighter prospects are Leigh, a small boy, five thousand dollars.
i
appeared from among us, after having pre-!" ( New-Hampshire.
____
.......
«z
—A law was passed by the the party machinery in this State to abandon
now opening to view ; and that a very short
To John Wickham, Esq. of this place, 1 vailed to an alarming extent for nearly three ! Legislate of New-Hampshi^
time may show that the silent measures of some plate and a horse or two.
i weeks. Since the first instant the number of sion
•
of last year, ...
instituting a new judicial Gov. Smith, was his unqualified approbation
Gen. Solignac and of the friends of Donna
The remainder of his estate—lands, ne ■ deaths has been nearly nine hundred, and system, by which the Justices of the Superi of the President’s Proclamation. If these
Maria will produce highly important and fa groes, &c. to the son of his neice Mrs. Bry- this, for the healthiest month in the year,
or Court are appointed Justices of the Courts suppositions of the Courier are correct (and
vorable results.
ant, of Gloucester, daughter of John Coalter, makes things more alarming and has spread of Common Pleas in the several counties.
BERLIN, MAY 13.
Esq.
M
! consternation far and wide. Many families Hon. Arthur Livermore late Chief Justice of we know of no reason why they should not
Accounts received here yesterday by ex
Judge Leigh and Judge Tucker are the have left for the North, and our city is as the Court of Qommon Pleas, and now a be) the national republicans could, perhaps,
press, which came by way of Vienna, say executors. This will was made subsequent1 empty now as it has been for the last six
that all proposals of peace have been rejected to his return from Russia, and was dated in years, even in those seasons of epidemic and member of the House of Representatives, has consistently unité with members of other
.
.
>,
.
•
•
011 lhe table of the House, a resolution, parties favorable to the principles of the Pres
by the Egyptians, and that consequently the January, 1832.
i pestilence, when the yellow fever raged high-1declaring that law unconstitutional, because, ident’s Proclamation in favor of Gov. Smith’s
state of war will continue.
Our informant says that he has not himself est. It is to be hoped that the cholera has as ¡s stated in a preamble, the judges of the
Accounts from Constantinople of the 5th seen the will, but that he gives'us the report now
left us, for it having come a second time S(lperior Court are, in effect, prohibited by re-election. We have but little respect for and
inst. were said to have been received by the believed at Charlotte Court House. This amongst
us, as an epidemic, it gives us rea- the Constitution from holding any other of- but little confidence in the man—but if either
French government. Their tenor had not Will will be offered for probate at the next son to believe,
that it will not return, for such fjce, excepting that of Justice of the Peace,
Gov. Smith or a Nullifier must be our next
transpired, but it was reported at the Bourse Charlotte Court. It is the same that was
to be a favorable one. None of the ministe left in Judge Leigh’s possession. .An exami has ever been its nature, in every city and j a proposition to inquire into the expedi- Governor, all true friends to the Union should
climate,
except
where
it
originated,
and
there
.
enC
y
o
f
repealing
the
act
allowing
a
bounty
rial papers, however, speak of these accounts. nation is yet to be made among Mr. Ran-! has remained a constant plague.
- waives
I for the w
destruction of crows, foxes,
wolves, adopt the adage, “ of two evils choose the
Mehernet Ali’s' final ahswer or ratification dolph’s private papers.
I Business has received a very severe check ' [^^d'^iacat^has'be^mV^^d^y^ least,” and unite in support oft he former.
ought to have arrived long before the 5th,
Mr. Randolph it is said here, has left two from the epidemic, one, that will be felt for TT
-■ • • —•
and if Ibrahim had not commenced his re other wills : one dated in 1822, by which he ! some time, and we have only to hope that I House. The amount paid from the Treasu
Pies.ident Allen re-entered upon his du
ry
for
these
purposes
during
the
last year,
treat by the erid of April, it must have been directed the manumission of his slaves—and our friends in the country have not experities
as President of Bowdoin College, at
was
about
five
thousand
dollars.
—
B.
Patriot.
owing to the occurrence of new difficulties. another in March, 1832. The former of those enced such losses as to affect in any materiThe Warsaw papers also contain an ac is the one to which he was understood to re- al degree their crops of cotton and sugar.
[On the 21st ult. amotion to reconsider the Brunswick, on Saturday last. At half pastnine
count of 25 individuals belonging to thé late fer, twhen he requested at Philadelphia that
order for printing Judge Livermore’s resolu in the morning of that day he entered the
vV. O. Adv. June 17.
Polish army who were concerned in a re the provisions of a previous will shoidd be
tion passed, 136 to 70. The resolution was chapel, accompanied by the other officers of
The
Mississippi
State
Rights
Banner
has
'
cent unsuccessful attempt at insurrection. carried into effect.—Rich. Comp. 28th ult.
then indefinitely postponed, 140 to 57,]
the
following
:
j
the college, and read to the students a part of
Five of the party were taken by Cossacks on
It
is
with
feelings
of
deep
regret
that
we
j
Judge
Story’s opinion, and afterwards ad
the frontier, one of them poisoned himself,
SARATOGA, JUNE 25.
R. B. Randolph.—The Richmond Compi announce the death of his Excellency A. [
but the other four were brought before a court
dressed
them at considerable length. The
The
Springs.
—
The
arrivals
of
strangers
ler
contradicts
the
report
circulated
in
some
M. Scott, Governor of the State. He died at; during the present week has been altogether
martial, and sentenced to death. The sehaddress, it is said, was well received by the
tence was carried into execution on three of quarters, that this individual had secreted ¡ the house of Colonel Grimball, in this place, | unprecedented in number at so early a peri
the surviving prisoners ; with respect to the himself and adds, that he is at present, and j last night about 11 o’clock, of Cholera. On j od in the season. There were probably no Students.
“ Some of the main points decided,” says
fourth, on account of his extreme youth, the has been for some time past, at the Powha ' Sunday evening last, he felt slightly indispos-I less than 6 or 700 .in the village yesterday
ed, and took his bed. He continued unwell ! morning—more than were here at any peri the Christian Mirror, “and the results'of
sentence was mitigated into corporal punish tan House, in Richmond.
but not at all alarmingly so until about 4 o’ od during the last season.
ment and hard labor.
Judge Story’s opinion are,
Attempted escape.—The Morristown Palla clock, P. M. when he was attacked violently
“1. The Act of March 31, 1831, is uncon
with
the
symptoms
of
spasmodic
cholera.
dium mentions that Antoine La Blanc, the
FROM LIBERIA.
The entire swine.—A hog recently arrived stitutional and void, and President Allen is
Every thing that medical skiffand the attensuspected
murderer
of
Mr.
Sayre
and
family,
We are indebted to Mr. Williams, Lieut.
| tion and kindness of friends could do, was at Cleaveland, (O.) on the canal, from the still de jure in office, as President of Bowcounty of Warren, which is supposed to be doin College.
Governor, and Mr. Rogers, high Sheriff of attempted to break prison on Sunday last. J' done to save him—but all in vain.
He
had
commenced
cutting
a
hole
in
the
the largest ever raisedin the United States.
Liberia, who arrived yesterday in the ship
“ 2. The Act of March 19, 1821, providing
wall
about
four
feet
square,
with
a
piece
of
Cincinnati,
June
25.
—
The
report
of
the
Its weight was 1400 pounds, nine feet in fbr the increase of the number of the two
Jupiter, for the following interesting account
an
iron
hoop,
when
he
was
detected
in
the
Board
of
Health
up
to
Thursday
last
as
pub

length, three feet eleven inches in height, Boards, &c. is also unconstitutional and void.
of that Colony at the time they left. It con
tained upwards of3000 inhabitants and 250 act by the Sheriff, who immediately hand lished, named 20 cases of burials. Friday and eight feet three inches in circumference. Of course the following thirteen persons go
and secured him within the strong ' and Saturday were very warm. Heavy rains
dwelling houses ; 5 churches and meeting cuffed
out of the office of Trustees :—Gov. Smith,
fell on Sunday and Monday morning, when
houses, viz : Episcopalian, Presbyterian, wails of the dungeon.
Six or seven cases of Varioloid or modified Judges Weston, Parris, Preble, Bridge, Dana,
the atmosphere became remarkably cool.
Methodist, and Moravian ; an Academy and
Small Pox, have recently occurred in this
and Ware, Hon. J. Holmes, J. Chandler,
A Boy found at Sea.—We learn from Capt. The cases of cholera were multiplied.—Still town.—They appear to excite little or no Hill
several Schools. The Colony is governed
B. J. Porter, J. Win gate,, and E. Foote, leav
by a Governor appointed by the Board of Evans, arrived this morning from Bermuda, the disease assumes no epidemic character. alarm.
The subjects have been sent to the ing also 13, the charter number, behind pand
Though abating daily the. cholera had not Hospital on the Neck.—Salem Gaz.
Managers at Washington, a Lieut.Governor & that a brig arrived at that place on the 25th
the following twelve persons go out of the
two Counsellors, elected by the people once of June, which h$d fallen in with the British entirely disappeared from Lexington. The
Board of Overseers : Hon. S. Kingsberry, A.
brig
Douglass,
ten
days
from
Bermuda
for
Observer
of
June
22,
gives
a
list
of
the
names
in each year.—The people are contented and
Johnson, Jr. N. Groton, R. P. Dunlap, J. E.
A
mouse
’
s
nest
was
found
in
the
market
Alexandria,
had
been
capsized
a
day
or
two
of
those
who
had
died,
—
the
whole
number,
happy, and it is gratifying to state, that there
house in Salem a day or two since, a part Foxcroft, J. Page, J. W. Seaver, J. Dole, P.
are only two persons out of 3000 who are in previous, in a gale of wind ; took from her a 375. Whites 186, Blacks 164, Lunatics, 25. of
the materials of which were constructed of Sprague, R. McIntire, with E. Clapp, and C.
boy
about
nine
years
old,
who
was
in
the
temperate. Wheat and Rye have not yet
Senecaville.—The disease had appeared in
Dummer, Esq. : also the two last elected
been tried sufficiently to test the quality of cabin when she capsized. The boy could a very malignant form at Senecaville, Cam the fragments of 2 bank bills.
members, J. Eveleth, Esq. and Rev. D.
their growth ; Indian Corn grows well but give no account of the captain or crew. The bridge county, Ohio. Judge Thompson, of
Fire.—The printing office of Messrs. Grif Thurston, because of the remaining excels
lessens in size ; and almost all the vegetables long boat was gone. A schooner was in that place, died on the 20th ult. after an illness
fin & Co. in the upper part of Store No. 45, over the charter number of 45.
of this country thrive well there. .They have company the night before she capsized.
of 7 hours.
“3. The Act of Separation, making the
Washington street, Boston, took fire on Tues
JV. Y. Com. Adv.
one schooner of 60 tons, 1 of 40 do. and 5 of
St. Louis, June 18.—We occasionally hear day afternoon, and a great part of their ma college»wholly independent of the Legisla
6 do. belonging to the place, and will soon
of cases still occurring in our city ; there are J terials, stock, &c. was destroyed. The fire ture, has never been altered by agreement of
build others. The natives in the interior late
Melancholy Suicide.—The body of Mr. Jo
j was occasioned by a spark from a furnace the two States. Consequently neither the
ly have been very quiet. The staples of the seph Emerson, merchant, of this town, was however, but few deaths from all diseases.
Pulaski, June 17.—The Cholera still rages I used for boiling glue and molasses to make Legislature of Massachusetts nor of Maine has
country are Rice, which is plenty and good ; found last week on Monday, in the mill pond
The materials and building were any authority even to alter any of the powers also Cotton, which is of spontaneous gro wth, above the village.
The deceased was a here with unabated violence.—The first case rollers.
of the two Boards of Trustees and Over
insured.
that
proved
fatal
here
was
on
Monday
eve

long and of fine texture ; a person from the young man of good habits and respectable
seers.
South has undertaken to bring it to more per connexions, about thirty years of age, easy in ning, 3d inst. since which we have lost up
“ 4. The Collège is placed back under the
fection. The place was very healthy.
his circumstances, and apparently happy in wards of 40 of our citizens.
The last accounts from Tennessee stated, charter ofl794. excepting that Massachusetts
Messrs. Williams and Rogers will proceed his domestic relations. He became a resi Nashville, June 19.—The result of our enqui that Col. Crockett had grinned at the Cholera, has relinquished to the College its right of
on to Washington immediately, to confer with dent here last fall, and lately had sold out his ries respecting the disease at the Penitentiary,; and driven it out of the State.
changing and annulling the povyers of the
the Board of Managers on the propriety of stock and closed his business concerns. His is that it is evidently declining—that only a j
Boards.
allowing the colonists to choose all their of wife and child were absent west, on a visit to few cases were prescribed for yesterday, and I Fall (f Corn.—Last evening after our pa
that
general
health
is
returning.
At
the;
ficers, and to make such other alterations in friends. From the marks of a cord about his
per went to press, the floor of the Stage
The annual examination of the students of
their Constitution as are considered necessary. neck, and a parted rope being found suspend commencement of the cholera in that Insti- i Company’s Granary in this Village, gave the Maine Wesleyan Seminary, at Readfield,
tution,
there
were
83
convicts,
out
of
which
ed in his store, it is supposed he first attempt
'
JV. K Gaz. July 3.
way, and with 2400 bushejs of Corn upon it, took place on Wednesday and Thursday of
ed to hang himself. He was seen without hat number 17 have died, and all, except two, i fell, and crushed two valuable Stage Coaches, last week. A correspondent of the Augusta
4»
me asl
A Royal Decree from Seville m
of the
1st m
of , ?r ?°at’ on S”^ay near the place where his have suffered an attack. In the city, the dis- besides doing considerable other damage, Age says much talent and industry were evin
»»
za. ,
t_ i
. body was found. No doubt is entertained of■ ease is subsiding.
'ihe weight of corn resting on that floor ced on the part of the Instructors, and great
May announces that the Cholera had reach-! his insanity, but no cause for the calamity is
At Alton, Illinois, 8 or 10 deaths have oc when it fell, was more than 120,000 pounds. attention, diligence and perseverance on the ’
®d the neighboring province of Algarves.
| known.—Bangor Republican.
curred from Cholera.
Haverhill Gazette.
part of the Students.
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We publish below a sketch of the debate which
He felt that
LUtti the
me day
uay of
or retribution was at hand. 1
’
n
took place in the Jackson State Convention, at I know that it has been said that we can spare a ,
' /0,n
Boston Transcript of 8th inst. \
VAIjIJAMÏÆ
I may be in the minor
Augusta, on the following resolution introduced few ; perhaps you can.
i
«P,rc!:'n A,frei1> !’y
ity;
i
nave
been
in
a
‘
minority"
be^o^-tha^mi-1
,
T
he
Connecticut
returned
from
Portland
j
j Kendall ; in Sanford, by J. W. Bodwell, Esq.;
by Gen. Steele, fur which weave indebted to the ity ; 1 have been in a minority before — ’
nonty may be in the right, they may be in the
Boston, and arrived here yesterday morn-'-^R B KÎTTR
m r mamio >n South Berwick by Doctors Trafton and
Kennebec Journal of the 3d instant :—
wr.o.n£- Thls majority may be wrong, although I ln£\, On this trip, when the boat was about I _O DROpJ r
FL LMOXIC Parker ; at Great tails, l.y Dr. Wingate ; in
Resolved, That we cordially approve the nom willing
DROPS,
for
Coughs,
Asthma,
Hoopto
spend
both
‘
time
and
money
’
in
the
............
u -<l ’■
1
• ’ ’ a mile and a half East of Nahant Cant Por, o1»> ior_ 1*Coughs,
Asthma,
| Dover by John H. Wheeler and A. A. Tufts •
f
i
it
k
r>
i
i
. Hoopination of Robert P. Dunlap as the Democratic cause.
a,,d
t
_ ■2
. ldfnonar
_____
*■ Jy at Lamprey River by Doctors Kittredge and
Both maybe wrong; time will prove. ter saw three of them [sea serpents] again, | Affe^ions’offl'- -^ candidate for the Governor of the State for the Sir, I must act for myself alone, and I will walk
every
kind.
Price
50
cents
per
| Blodgett; in Portsmouth, by David Kimball:
ensuing political year, and we pledge ourselves without fear, guided by the single though feeble and one came so near the steamer as to pass Bottle
Itt
,e.ter’ by N. Gilman and Moses;z in
’
to use ail fair and honorable means to secure his light of my own conscience.
1 do not under under her bowsprit within a few feet of the I
cut water.—Capt,
Capt. P. says he coufd
could Taye
have'
t
---------- -71 Haverhill, by DivHaseJtine • in
‘
election to that office.
in ”
Methuen,
by
stand why the sensibilities of gentlemen should
Dr'KinrT S,tO,ue’.an(I sa,d they had tried J-Dearborn, Baldwin and Good
cedwin ; in AnMr. Robert Goodenow, (County Attorney of I be excited upon the subject of nullification, if struck it with an eight foot pole. They were Di. Kittredge s 1 ulmonary Drops. She* and dover, by A. Abbot •
; at Hallowell, by RobinKennebec) said that he had been sent a delegate I there is nothing in it, [looking things unuttera seen also by the passengers in the boat, who 1 several of her friends had been cured with1, ----agree
in
the
same
general
attestation.
Capt.
i
ble
at
Mr.
Clifford
;]
Sir,
1
will
detain
the
Con

to the convention, instructed to support Gov.
pi‘
■ ... ..... i
and * a^e ? at Augusta, by Willard Snell
Pleasing
intelligence , Tappan and Mann ; at Bath, by J. Ellsworth ’
Porter left the city this morning at 10 o’clock, ! them in a short time. T
Smith ; he was therefore not prepared to pledge vention no longer.
: but" I
Mr. Knowlton followed. Some cross fireing accompanied by a large party of gentlemen,;
himself or his constituents to support another
by Stetsons ; at Machias, by Foster and Nor
man. Gov. Smith had not declined being a can ensued. Mr. Knowlton denounced Mr. Cilley in m the Connecticut, armed and equipped, on
didate, and he knew of no valid reason for drop very harsh terms as a treacherous enemy of the an expedition against them.
BALM OF EGYPT, a celebrated Balsam ; ton ; at Saccarappa, by B. M. Edwards & Co.
ping him and selecting another, fie could not party ; as no democrat, &c, Mr. K. was loudly
ly
for Coughs, Consumptions, Hooping Cough! duly 13, 1833.
say what his constituents would do ; he should cheered by the Dunlap men ; upon which the
and
Pulmonary
Affections.
Price
SI
per
Bottle
The
Cholera
is
travelling
eastward.
One
inform them of the proceedings of the con ven question was taken and the resolution adopted.
This may certify that I bought of Mr. Dam,
case has occurred in Richmond (Va.) which
tion and leave them to act for themselves, with
The Journal adds the following pertinent and
Vegetable
terminated fatally ; and eight deaths by cliol- in June last, 3 Bottles,of Balsam of Egypt,
out making any pledges in their behalf.
just remarks :—
em took place at Pittsburgh, (Penn.) from the : for Asthma, which I had been afflicted with
Mr. Gilley followed. He said his duty to his
Universal
Medicine.
When we stated last winter that Mr. Dunlap 2/th ult. to the Istrinst.
for 20 years, and I do cheerfully recommend
constituents would not admit of his voting for the
compound of vegetable matter conit to the public, as I have not been afflicted P|VHIS
resolve, nor would he allow his silence to be had been selected in secret caucus, for the next
A sists of eight different articles only, and
construed as in any way favoring the vote of the Governor, the Argus and the Age both denied it.
The Providence Gazette states that Rev. with this troublesome disease since.
is warranted free from any mercurial or
convention. He did not think the change called Who doubts now that he was so selected ? The
CHARLES SPRAGUE.
chymical substances, all of which are consid
for by the Democratic Republicans of the State, fact is that this convention, and the present Ephraim K. Avery was hanged, burned and
GERMAN RHEUMATIC DROPS. This ered detrimental to those who take them.
although it seems the convention had thought nomination were all planned last winter, and the shot in effigy, in the village of Fall River, on
This medicine consists of two kinds of
When Galen’s
otherwise. Public bodies do not at all times per subsequent proceedingshave been nothing more the 4th of July, and that in Portsmouth-, R. L article has done wonders.
. ----------.... ..................................
.„«m, ! I ills put up in one box with a parting, and
Elixir
is taken every other night,
form the wish of their constituents, and he in than caucus drilling and management to carry he was hanged and afterwards given to the,.Restorative
The Age says—- dogs.
stanced the recommendation of the President a- that nomination into effect.
We may expect to hear next that he ’f wd' Gure a person entirely in ten days, and designated by No. 1 and 2 ; the No. 1 is the
----«.k. ..much
.i sooner. Price $1 per Bottle
■
gainst, the renewal of the Bank Charter, and up- ‘ The people have nominated, and the people will bus been inurdered.
largest parcel. The box is enclosed with a
frequently
d his sounds well, but we imagine that
on the tariff question. In both cases his recom elect.
for
each.
I bill of directions and a blue paper strap wound
mendation was negatived by Congress, yet the nineteen twentieths of the people had nothin«- to
The
Cholera
at
Castine.
—
A
vessel
has
arridl rapid Cure for the Rheumatism. This! lengthwise over the box with a flowered label
people re-elected him by an overwhelming ma do with the matter.—Little squads of politicians ved it IS said, at Castine, from New-Orleans, may certify that 1 have been very much af- I on the outside, with the words Botanical Uni*
jority. He then alluded to the feeble and equiv of three or four or half a dozen in a town, have with the scourge of the world on board. Two fiicted with the Rheumatism, so that I was ! versal Medicine. This vegetable compound
so that I was
ocal manner in which the Legislature of this done all theJmsiness.
3 he enquiry naturally arises, why has Gov. have died on the passage, and one since their confined to my house for eight months : when 1 is warranted® good in all cases where any
State responded to the Proclamation of the Pres
ident last winter, and said that some of those who bmith been thrust aside in this manner ? Are arrival at Castine. Our citizens should meet, I first began to walk, mv feet and le^s would ; thing of the nature of a good cathartic is
were instrumental in getting up this Con vention, his public measures obnoxious to the party ? Is this disease with coolness and fortitude, if so I swell and I was stiff in the joints • and I re- wanted. The oldest and youngest may take
It is not our mained in that state for several ’months. I! it without harm, or danger of taking cold,
did then say that the Proclamation contained his course on the boundary question offensive ? be that we are to be visited.
federal doctrines. Mr. C. intimated that these Oh no, this cannot be, for the very rrjen who ur- opinion that we are in any immediate danger, took all the pains in my power to obtain heln •' without altering diet or dress from accustom
Belfast Journal of Thursday last.
men, the leaders in this convention, were the ged him to decline last winter, and fixed upon his
I met Mr. Dam in Mr. Colman’s store, New- ed habits. This medicine is sure to give sat
abettors of nullification, strongly imbued with successor, went the whole leno-th in givino- up
Market in N. H. I bought 3 bottles of Galen’s isfaction to all the world if' rightly adminis
the
territory.
Mr.
Dunlap
did
’
so.
The.objec

Fire.— \Ne learn by a gentleman from Restorative Elixir, and 3 bottles of the Ger tered. It does not require the aid of any
the principles of that school ; and consequently
tions
whicn
we
consider
valid
against
Governor
hostile to the Proclamation. The present con
Thomaston, that the lightning struck the man Rheumatic Drops of him, and before I other medicines. In common cases it should
test, he said, was not concerning men, but prin Smith, they have practically and professedly re store of Mr.
.... David Gay
yuy, on the night of the I had taken the whole of one bottle of each I be used as medicine, and not as food as some
garded
as
his
best
recommendations.
What
then
ciples, and so regarding it, he and his epnstitu8th inst. and passed into the store, and struck ' could walk with ease. I would recommend other medicines are.
is
the
difficulty
?
We
know
of
but
a
single
point
ents were ready to meet it.
Altho’ the great
a cask ot brandy, which immediately set the ; this medicine to all those who are suffering ’ The subscriber respectfully invites the pub
body of the people might be deceived on this in which principles are in question, and that is
store on tire.—Mr. Gay lost the greater part i with the Rheumatism as the best medicine in ' lic to call on him and try this medicine. The
point for a time, there would surely be a reac , the old Virginia anti-federal doctrines, or mod---- - —.....
L’JVU-uie cu
his loss .O
is vouiuaiuu
estimated ai
at C?$1500
— i, the
country that I have seen for that com- public may rest assured that every article in
“r"
j»»-, ««nd, and the doe- ot his goods
tion ;; he
' andI
' ' ’
’ __
__ .
v.t,
......republican
i «•
, . .
•y..
I _ ti ines of the President s proclamation on the oth- the store was saved, but considerably injured, plaint..
(Signed,)
JOSEPH PEASE. | this medicine has been thoroughly tried and
hold the. true
doctrines,
regardless
ofi
He would say no more’; hecould ■ without* res^r'v«111 rpPproved
proclamation
found to be as good as any thing that can be
ib.
consequences. U
D
r
.
LA
MOTT
’
S
VEGETABLE
COUGH found in any country. Anyone that wishes
.. say
oa, less.
icpa.
| w,lho,’l reserve.
1 he men who have procured
not
PILLS.
A
sure
remedy
for
colds,
coughs,
for medicine, and are not able or willing to
Mr. Rufus Goodenow, of Paris, then made ! f!le nominatlon of Ml Dunlap were opposed to
Temperance iWeeting-.
•
some remarks,
ggenerally in concv rrence wirh ' lhat PrQC amaTtlQ" last W!nter> and managed to ^f^HE inale members of “ the Temperance asthma, and all pulmonary complaints.—Now purchase, are invited to call and take some
>
>
prevent
the
Legislature
from
approving
it,
ex- is the time to cure colds, coughs^ &c. and for trial, without money or price. Put up in
those who had preceded him.
Mr. Howard, of Limerick, said he had come !; cept with a qualification which, rendered such
Hundreds die a warranted uniform manner in. Providence,
approval
of
less
value
than
none
at
all.
The
prepared to vote for Gov. Smith, but a large ma- 1
every year of this disease, in consequence of R- E by
S. PIKE.
other
sources
of
difficulty
relate
wholly
to
the
the
Maine
Temperance
Society
”
are
rej
jority being against him, he was ready to submit
j neglecting
to attend to slight____colds
and coughs.
‘ division of the spoils.’
There is a host of quoted to meet at Washington Hall, on Mon- I jyiinv
are genuinexz «.<•!
unless signed in the sub
IX/F-nn
MvnrlicoAnr.ztd
__________ I 1 I
-I
9
I None
~
are
nren
to that majority.
aretriflin
predisposed to consumption, ana
äuu scribers hand writing.
past 7 o’clock, • the most
Mr. Allen, of Alfred, spoke in favor of the young lawyers who have little business to attend day evening the 15th mst. at
eold arid cough, if neglected | LEADER DAM, No
ftjnce
nomination, and contended that there were no to ; they edit all the Jackson presses, demand all ' on business of importance—a punctual at may soon hurry them to an early grave. Dr. !
the offices, and clamor when there are no more tendance of every member is particularly re
nullifiers in the State.
La Mott’s Vegetable Cough Pills, being found Boston, iS appointed Agent for the sale of the
They are the ‘ democratic party,’ and
Mr. Clifford remarked that he was rejoiced to give.
quested.
JOHN FROST, SecY.
by experience to be a most sure remedy for above medicine, at wholesale and retail, for
that so much unanimity prevailed among the having’ all the administration presses under their
July 12,1833.
the above complaints, are most cordially rec- ! S. Pikeot Providence, and by the following
members of the convention—perfect unanimity control, being the chief spoolers in town and
ommended to the public. Price 58 cents per ! persons only at retail : Samuel Andrews,
was not to be expected in an assembly so numer county caucuses, with plenty of time to talk pol
Rev.
T.
F.
K
ing
,
will
preach
in
the
Branch
Seth W. Fowle, Joseph T. Brown, Win. L
ous, where almost every town in the State was itics at stores and taverns, they make a deal of School-house, in Wells, on Wednesday’ eve Box.
bustle in the political world, and make and un
Riphärdson, Ashel Boyden, Benjamin Hig
BOSTON, DECEMBER p, 1831.
represented. This is not a boy’s convention, but
make Governors while other ‘ people’ are shov ning, 17th inst. and in Mason’s Hall, in this
gins, Ei'astus S. Holden, Charles French,
an assembly of men ; it was remarkable, almost
Those
who
have
a
cough
will
find
a
sove

village, on Thursday evening, the 18th.
Ambrose Seaton, Pearson and Rowland,
without a precedent, to experience so much har ing the jack-plane or hoeing their corn.
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reign remedy in Dr. La Mott’s Cough Pills.

[ Communicated.
mony and concord.
Why sir, said Mr. C. al
A nephew of mine was cured of a very dry [ Charles Holbfook, Whitwell and Richards.
The steamer Belknap crossed the Winni- I
though several gentlemen have expressed an
and
hard cough by taking these Invaluable ' For Sale, wholesale and retail in Portland
opinion that the candidate selected is not the Jpissiogee.Lake, for the first time, on the 4th i
HYMENEAL
by Wm. C. Mitchell & Co. Joshua Durgin,
" ”
_____
is a new boat
and _a very ! aa addtcia i
----- ;——rr-1“- Pills. TIMOTHY BAILEY, of Malden.
man of their choice nor of their constituents, he inst. rrI"he Belknap
John Coe, Henry K. Hinkley and David
•»np «nil
I.. to run on '
MARRIED—In Biddeford, 3d inst. Mr. Wilhad-heard but one gentleman
...................._____
express a deter- good one,
and wt-io
was tiiiiu
built purposely
D
r
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GALEN
’
S
ANTIDYSPEPTIC:
Griffith, Middle street ; in Kennebunk-port,
i limn Miirch, jr. to Miss Emily Jane Emerv.
r ‘
'to oppose the
’’ election
’
’
;
minatiorr
of" the ;individual
this lake. It crossed on the 4th in fine style
..
PILLS, is a certain cure for the Dyspepsia. by Andrew Luques; in Wells, by Joseph
In Parspnsfield,
nominated, but one among so many. The gen- and was welcomed at the places where it
raiSonsil®ld’on
on the
lhe 23d
23d ‘ull.
ult. Mr.
Mr. John
John Jones,
Jones, Price $1 per box.
Wilson ; in Gorham, by J. H. and S. C. Clem
tieman from Thomaston had mad e many charges touched with the cheers of Hie people* and
N' H lo iVllss Sal*y Marston,
IPSWICH, JANUARY 17, 1829.
recently of P.
ents ; in Limington, by James McArthur,
and
several’ insinuations
against
no
salutes of artillery It
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•
.body
, thrown
,knows out
,
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reguIn Philadelphia, Joseph R. Chandler, Esq Ed
A gentleman applied to me for Galen’s dys Esq. ; in Newfield, by John Adams ; in Al
who connected with the proceed- |ar
who,
ar trips
t.iHs on Tuesday
T„csliar last,
ias. ana
and will
W111 leave
lf
itor of the United States Gazette, to Mrs. Maria peptic pills. I furnished him with two boxes.! fred, by Nathan Kendall ; in South-Berwick,
ings of the last Legislatofe-he had spoken of. Smithsport, at Alton Bay, Tuesdays Th
.
| —
j~, *.inrs- H A^.au^^îer °£Benj Jones.
He- ----was—so well satisfied »>im
with men
their emcacy
efficacy I by Doctors Trafton and Parker ; in Limerick,
nullification and secession-things that had died j (Lqvs
ut Zp M ---- J
U* «vf- !■» ZA Z*B n 1 1 . I
M «-» *1.
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•
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At Harlem Heights, by Rev Dr. Bogart, Col. . that
he called for
a third.
From the knowllong ago, aye, and were.- buried too—whose Idays and Saturdays at 1 P. M. and arrive at
by Stimpson & Co. ; in Dover, by John H.
edge I had of his case, I think they had a sal- Wheeler and A. A. Tufts; at Great Falls, by
ghosts the gentleman would now call up to pur- j! Meredith village at 7 P. M.—leave Meredith Aaron Burr, to Mrs. Eliza Jumel.
village
at
6
A.
M.
on
Mondays,
Wednesdays
sue us. For his part he could not perceive what
.inaîiiw®a——j utary influence and hastened his restoration Dr. Wingate, and by most Dealers who pure
for Centre" Harbor, which
nullification or the proceedings of the last Leg- , and Saturdays
j“ •'/*
which
__ __
OBITUARY^ *
to i)ealth- JOHN F. GARDNER, M. D.
chase L. Dam’s medicines, in all of the Newislature had to do with the business of the present pi«ce it will leave in time to reach
Bay
--------Alton
---------“«h7 p^t^ilfcg WORM? *?•Ks°F ■ remedy for England States.
meeting ; that gentleman in speaking ofnullifi- 1 at
‘lf k past 12, nnnn
noon.
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Rev. Joseph Gillpatriek.
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CHARLES F. THACHER.
T. U. V. W. X. Y. Z.
In regard to the nomination that had been ! die session a motion came very near prevailJames Titcomb, Simeon Towle, Harvey
made, he was not surprised at the result ; from j iug in both Houses, for the Legislature to
Dr. KITTREDGE’S JAUNDICE BIT
what had transpired within his knowledge, he meet at Portsmouth on its next session,
TERS. A sure remedy, and very pleasant C. Thayer,—Rev. Mr. Wells, Messrs. Lawcame prepared to witness the nomination of Mr.
JOURNEYMAN CLOTHIER. A good to take. Price 50 cenfs per Bottle. The sale of son & Williams, John Walker, jun., Samuel
Dunlap.
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workman of industrious habits will find this medicine is great, as it is approved by all. Wells, Mrs. S. S. Wood.—40.
The Louisiana Advertiser of June 20, states
of its consequences—he felt it his duty» so to do.
i good encouragement. Apply to
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ought to settle the question, &c. Now for one, widow. Let the executors remit her to this
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Joshua Durgin, Henry K. Hinkley, David
Kennebunk-port, July ], 1833,
or had terminated ; if caucuses settled the ques bands whose taste is decidedly for widows
tion entirely, what was tfi/e use of the elective rather than maidens.—E Standard.
Griffith, Middle-street: In Kennebunk-port,
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franchise? He believed (hat the people had
by Andrew Luques ; in Wells, by Joseph
something to do with this affair, and he rejoiced
Wilson ; in Gorham, by J. H. & C. Clem
M- PINE & SPRUCE. SHIN,
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late jurisdiction, and the event he believed would week in Boston at the City Hall. The Bos-1j Apply at this office,
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To the Honorable County Commissioners next
'.IN SENATE, FEBRUARY 16, 1833.
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STATE OF MAINE.
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other article of the kind, for sale by the Acton and Lebanon and by causing the town suppression of customary evacuations, obsessors, that it has been known to convey of towns and Assessors of plantations in their
J Is of (hej sa
fourteen shillings worth of the poison in respective counties in the month of April an
dozen at the manufafiturer’s prices, by
Clerks of said towns respectively to be served |1 structed• perspiration,
• •
"&c. >It • is likewise not
MILLER & HALL.
a single DAY to the occupants of the shop. nually, which contracts shall describe the
r Ititudes lau
with the same. The first of said publica-II unfrequently symptomatic of indigestion, for
The bottle has survived its owner, who has state of repair in which the road shall be in
May 31, 1833.
( Mr. Mahht
tions and each of the other notices to be thir- j! so great is the sympathy between the brain
recently passed into the grave at the age of the month of October next following. And
| Lin height,
ty days at least before the said sixteenth day and stomach, that it is often difficult todeter(Jffyears, a veteran toper ; although he ori the said Selectmen or Assessors shall at the
COFFEE.
- J mi it was v
ginally possessed a constitution that under time and place of the auction aforesaid, let
LBS. PRIME COFFEE, ofJuly.Attest, JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
mine which is really in fault, and when it
i J pfd with i
different habits, promised to carry him to the out or sell to the lowest bidder, at public sale,
for sale by WM. LORD. A true covy of said, petition and order thereon, arises from a foul state of the stomach, it is
r js, which g;
period attained by many a temperate pilgrim, the making ofsaid several sections according
Attest, JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk. generally termed sick head ache, which will
June 1, 1833.
_________
j a! ss of snow,
that of 80 years or more ; and instead of to the description furnished by the County
June 15.________________
_______
be speedily relieved by this Specific.
iiuse hover
W. JL MITCHELL,
competence to his survivors, has left the bot Commissioners as aforesaid ; said contractors
SHE RIFF^S~SALE.:
remarkable case is mentioned in Dr.
tle emptied of its contents as their only lega to give good and satisfactory bond for the TTJTAVING removed to Kennebunk-port
image of <
AKEN on Execution and will be sold at Conway’s pamphlet, of ffy5’ “ A Lady of
cy. This veteran bottle has been the medi performance of their said agreetnent, -which Jl jL and taken a house a few rods East of
Ikets didirt
the
Rev.
Mr.
Smith
’
s
Meeting-house,
respect

P
ublic
A
uction
,
at
Haley
’
s
Tavern,
in
Danvers, who had been afflicted most of the
um of conveying more wealth from its own bond shall be made to the county, and ap
iWm ther
Berwick in said county, on Thursday, the first
er and his workmen, than would have suffi proved by said Selectmen or Assessors. And fully offers his professional services to the
timeI for 20 years with a sick head-ache,
party iron
day of August next, at ten of the clock in the was cured by part of a box oft his Specific.”
ced to purchase the most extensive and valu said Selectmen or Assessors shall have pow citizens of that town and vicinity.
^ordinary
forenoon, all the right in equity which Jona
Kennebunk-port, April 6,1833.
able farm the country can boast. As well er, and it shall be their duty, if they think the
Price of the Specific and Pills 50 cents
1 ; brded by I
than Burrows has of redeeming the farm in
might the occupants of the shop have heaped interest of the County requires it, to adjourn
Lebanon on which he now lives, bounded each.
i 1 [e same ga
coals on their forge, and put their utmost ex said auction io some subsequent day of which
HE subscriber having contracted with by the road leading from Noah Lord’s to
ertions in exercise upon their bellows to put they shall post up notifications, as required in
; si [hern extr
THE
j <, ie St_ Li
the town ot York, to support Ephraim Thomas Jones’ in Lebanon, and by the road
out the fire, as to undertake to quench alco the third section of this act.
leading from the School-House in District No.
Sec. 5. Be it further enacted, That it shall
Littlefield, a pauper of said town, one
holic thirst for ardent spirits. The more fre
¡ which th
quent the recurrence to the little bottle for be the duty of the County Commissioners, or year, from-the 9th of April inst., hereby gives 4, to Ivory Gerrish’s—by land of Samuel
ilitude.
supplies, the more powerful is the desire to some one of them, or some person by them notice that he has made suitable provision for Wentworth and by land of George Gerrish.— LEWIS agonizing disorder is cured in its
stremely I
Said
farm
being
subject
to
the
encumbrance
him
at
his
dwelling-house,
and
hereby
for

appointed,
carefully
to
examine
the
work
in
embrace it again and again, and the more
J
most painful stages, by one of the
e appear
1
of
a
mortgage
deed
to
Capt.
George
Gerrish.
the
month
of
October
annually,
and
if
the
bids
all
persons
harboring
or
trusting
him,
as
frequent the embrace, the greater and more
j J ih heavy fo
contracts are fully complied with up to the he is determined to pay no bill for his sup —Conditions made known at the time and most simple as well as powerful remedies
certain the necessity of return.
i simerseasc
known in modern practice. The
IVORY WINN.
Are there not many more little bottles that time of examination a certificate shall be giv port.
place of sale.
ANDREW HALEY, Dep’y Sheriff
are conveying the wealth, rby daily,, small, en and payment thereupon be made by an
i inow. M
York, April 19, 1833.
CAMBRIAN TOOTH-ACHE PILLS
certain and sure Steps, out of the possession order of the County Commissioners upon
June 11,1833.
3w aflbre] instant relief, without inflicting the
I I ¡harbor ca
of the owners, and pouring into their systems the Treasurer of the county, Provided, That
JOHN O. MAYO,
! ' his time
slightest injury oh the teeth. They are ap
wood’e^ware?a tide of ruin which will never cease to flow, the approval and payment aforesaid shall not
AVING Changed his business, would
ntry, and
plied
externally
to
the
parts
affected,
with
HEESE
TUBS
;
Keeler
Tubs
;
Cheese
and which will finally overwhelm them in a exonerate the contractor from the obligation
respectfully inform the inhabitants of
ibout fortj
Hoops ; Wooden Bowls ; Butter the greatest ease and expedition, and gen
destruction that has eternity for its duration. of his Bond.
Kennebunk and vicinity, that he has taken Kegs ; Woollen and Linen Wheels; Seives ;
le a solid
Recorder.
Sec. 6 Be it further enacted, That the the store owned by Col. E. Hardy, formerly
erally operate as a soothing lenitive to the
rommon d<
said Commissioners, if they think expedient, ! occupied by Owen Burnham, where he of Mortars: Milk Pails ; Dry Measures, &c. for suffering patient. Price 50 cents a box.
Sale by
MILLER & HALL.
Opinion of Gen. Jackson.—T\\e General may exclude from any sectional contract the ; fers for sale a general assortment of
h in the val
June 4,1833.
was once asked if soldiers required ardent making or repairing of any necessary bridge
emarkablt
WHITE
TEETH
!
spirits. He replied that he had observed, in or bridges, and cause the same to be made or
ed with b<
AND
hard duty and excessive cold, those perform repaired by contract at auction, public notifi
GMOCTMBS,
irely new
ed the one and endured the other best, who cations of the time and place of said sale, hav
«only fore!
Crockery
&
Hlass
Ware,
Tin
HIS
beautiful
and
thoring
been
posted
up
and
published
in
manner
drank nothing but water.—Boston Mer. Jour.
ough bred YOUNG fJlHOSE^who would retain, or restore
Itered dwa
above provided. And when the work shall low for Cash, Country Produce, Wood, &c.
Kennebunk, June 7, 1833.
ow BLOOD HORSE, is of an JL
i. Andoboi
these desirable p^r^pnal advantages
Progress of Temperance.—It appears from have been examined and approved,as afore
elogant dark chestnut color, are assured that no composition can be
pits of ma i
the report of the Essex County Temperance said. the payment therefor shall be made in
black mane, tail and legs, with a star and obtained superior to the
4 coast dm
Society, which met on Wednesday, that the manner above specified.
both
hind
feet
partially
white
below
the
pas

Sec. 7. Be it further enacted, That the Se
number of Temperance Societies in that coun
; jo new spei
JOHN MJOST, ■
O’ERITISH ANTICEPTIC^OJ
tern joints ; 5 years old in June next, 15
lithe harbo
ty have been increased within a year, from lectmen of towns and Assessors of planta
AS
received
and
offers
for
sale
a
fine
as

hands high, with a great share of bone and
DENTIFRICE.
30 to 70, and the number of members from tions shall respectively transmit to the Coun
'tish surv
sortment of New and Fashionable muscle. His Grandsire was the unrivalled
10,000 to 18,000. The venders have dimin ty Commissioners an estimate of the sum
This
is an elegant and pleasant prepara
ier the cc
GOODS, consisting of almost every article
Horse AMERICAN ECLIPSE that was sold tion in every respect, and has fur many years
ished one third. The Newburyport Herald necessary to make and keep in repair all the
j om, toget1
renders especial credit to Mr. Frost for this public highways within said towns and plan usually enquired fov, of English, West India last season, at the age of 18 years, for 9000 past, given universal satisfaction wherever
I Dr. Kell
result, and we doubt not with propriety. The tations, which estimates shall be transmitted and Domestic GOODS. A fine assortment dollars. His Dam by the celebrated Morgan it has been used.
Glass Ware ; Elegant Gilt Horse. She would trot a mile in two min
■ndlyand
effort will be continued with spirit during the as aforesaid in November annually. And of Crockery
The Anticeptic Dentifrice, is exempt
i 0c leavin
ensuing year. At the meeting of Wednes said Commissioners shall, in December in Frame Looking Glasses ; Feathers ; Chairs, utes and forty-five seconds and her 15 miles
day, a resolution was unanimously adopted, each year, transmit to the Secretary of State! fyc. fyc., which he will sell cheap for cash or an hour with ease—and is now valued at $300 from acid and other deleterious ingredients
I ?ded east'
for a brood mare.
which too frequently enter the composition
the object of which was to recommend a an estimate of all sums necessary to be ex■ exchange for country produce.
i apatiguan
I
Kennebunk,
June
7,
1833.
LORD
CABOT
will
stand
the
ensuing
pended
for
the
ensuing
year,
in
making
and
State Temperance Convention to be held at
of Tooth powders in common use, and it w hi
rds follow
season
at
his
stable
in
Biddeford,
for
the
use
Worcester next fall; and to consist of dele repairing public highways in their county.
tens the enamel of the teeth without doing
»cured sp
' FLOUR & RICE, i
of mares—where persons desirous of aiding
Sec. 8. Be it further enacted, That if any
gates from the several county and other local
| I and yo
ENNESSEE FLOUR—RICE of a in the improvement of the breed of Horses, it the least injury.—The regular use of
fine shall be imposed upon any town or plan
associations.
| my land
this admired powder, by purifying the
are invited to call and examine him.
tation, before this Act is to take effect, for neg
superior quality for sale by
mouth
and preventing the accumulation of
WM.
LORD.
TERMS
—
seven
dollars
to
warrant
a
foal,
lect
to
make
or
keep
in
repair
any
of
its
pub

> »try and
The Hon. Joel Miller Warden of the Me.
all mares disposed of within a year will be tartar, operates as the best preventive ot the
June 14, 1833.
\ new pla
State Prison, writes thus : “ from a careful lic highways or other public roads, the fine
charged as with foal.
Tooth Ache. The Dentifrice removes
examination, I find that something more than imposed as aforesaid shall be expended, un
! port of ]
HENRY RHODES, Groom.
VINEGAR.
discolourations, and restores the beautiful
three-fourths of all the convicts in the Maine der the direction of the court before which
scoast w
said
fine
is
recovered,
in
making
or
repairing
Saco,
April
10,
1833.
tf
HARP
CIDER
VINEGAR,
for
sale
by
State Prison, were led to the commission of
native whiteness of the enantel- As its
ybe had
the
said
delinquent
road
or
highway.
FILLER
&
HALL.
the crimes for which they are now suffering
Iritry bee
PECIWAIi BALiSAM,'” application braces and strengthens the
Sect. 9. Be it further enacted, That this
June 13, 1833.
imprisonment, by intemperance. In most
Gums, it secures to them their healthy and
»riding ch
Act
shall
not
extend
to
the
making
or
repair

A
safe
and
very
efficacious
remedy
for
cases the commission of the crimes may be
florid hue, and by removing all offensive
ite. Th<
traced directly to intemperance ; in other in ing at the county expense, any road or high
foreign accumulations from the teeth, pre
way, lying in any town or plantation situated
COTT’S BIBLE, in 3 vols. Octavo,
' tarter wer
stances more remotely.”
upon any island or islands, unless said island
handsomely bound, very low.—Quarto rgNHIS remedy is one that has been pre- serves the natural sweetness of the breath.
! is with di
Bibles, different bindings.—Octavo BiblesJL pared with special reference to the Price 50 cents.
A Frightful “ Scarecrow.” A few days is connected with the main land by a bridge
uld walk
early
stages
of
those
complaints
of
the
breast,
since, we passed the field- of a farmer, and or ferry and has some public road passing and Testaments.—Polyglott Bibles—a great
iles a day,
#%None genuine unless signed on the
produced
by
colds,
that
by
neglect,
so
often
gaw, dangling by a string from a stake in the over it of the description named in the sec variety of Pocket Bibles and Testamentsoutside
printed
wrapper
by
thesoZe
Propri

lay
the
foundation
of
Consumption
;
and
yet,
e prospec
middle of a corn field, a rum bottle. If the ond section of this act, but said town or plan Testaments of almost every size and price—
I’m and vt
keen vision of the birds can discern all the tation shall be held to make the roads and among them, good duodecimo testaments, which if seasonably attended to and judicious etor, T. Kiddkk, immediate successor to
I >ck mosse
evil spirits which are prone to harbor around highways therein, as now by law provided. fair type, and well bound in cloth, for 12£ ly treated, will yield to the proper remedies. the late Dr. W. T. Conway. For sale,
This preparation has been found by repeat with all the other “ Conway Medicines,”
ie plants'
objects of this sort, not a raucous crow or And the County Commissioners shall be au cents each—in leather for 17 cents.
ed trials to be successful in curing coughs, at his counting Room, No. 99, next door to
bldckbird will dare to approach within a gun thorized to deduct from the County tax
For sale by
D. REMICH.
fined by
hoarseness and soreness of the lungs and
shot of the premises. If every farmer would which would otherwise be assessed upon
May 11.
h were <
J.
Kidder
’
s
Drug
Store,
corner
of
Court
throat, produced by colds and the influenza.
hang up his rum bottle for the same purpose, said town or plantation, such sum as would be
fm. In
& Hanover streets, near Concert Hall, Bos
It
may
be
taken
without
subjecting
the
but few of those terrible black crows, who that town or plantation’s proportion of the
ssJiajrMr.
nd fixed
ton:
—
&also,
by
hisspecial
appointment,
person
to
the
inconvenience
of
an
alteration
county
tax,
assessed
for
making
public
high

come in the form of a sheriff, would be seen
HE next quarter of Miss Humphrey’s in food or any confinement from air or any
^s, and
preying upon his grain, his vegetables, his ways and keeping them in repair.
school will commence at Sanford Cor unpleasant effects, yet warm clothing affords by
holies ol
Sec. 10. Be it further enacted, That this
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk.
fruits, &c. after a year of toil, and greeting
ner, on the second Tuesday of August next.
i p that o
Act shall take effect from and after the first Miss Humphrey’s qualifications, her zeal in an important aid in the cure of these com
the “ harvest home.”—Ports. Jour.
%*Large discount to those who buy to
ptolen
day of October next ; but the County Com the cause of Education, and her devotion and plaints.
sell again.
For Sale by
bsons, ai
Among the great assemblage last week missioners may, at any time after the passing unremitting attention to her employment,
JOHN
LILLIE,
Kennebunk.
very few intemperate persons were seen— of this act, proceed to examine, adjudicate, de are such as to ensure the most perfect satispuppli
those wholly of the old crop ; consequently fine and make return of the public highways faction. A few more scholars can be receiv
p found
t
ce
no lives were lost, limbs broken, carriages as authorized and required by the second 1 ed. TERMS—$2 per quarter,
LL persons having unsettled accounts
pildren,
HE subscriber having contracted with
section
of
this
act.
And
all
acts
and
parts
of
shivered, nor was there any tumult.
with the subscribers, of more than six
lived wi|
Including painting, $2,50 do.
the town of Kennebunk, to support the
acts, inconsistent with the provisions of this
Concord Statesman.
Sanford, June 19, 1833.
poor of said town for one year, hereby gives i months standing, are requested to call and ? them a
act, be and hereby are repealed.
notice that he has made suitable provision for' settle the same immediately,
!
an
House of Represeniaiires, Feb. 8, 1833.
A Montreal paper notices that vast num
Wanted immediately
HUBBARD & BROOKS.
them at the town Work-House, and hereby
This
bill
having
had
three
several
readings,
SenttQ tl
bers of spurious copper coins, purporting to
North
Berwick,
May
12,
1833.
3m
Journey
man
H
ouse Painter.
One
forbids
all
persons
harboring
or
trusting
any
'
1___- —- ,
.
Mubon
• . •
•
1
be American half cents, were in circulation was referred to the next Legislature, and or
who understands the business will find j of-the
Paupers of said
town, as ’he is
deterCYTHE SNAITRS, RakesJUfles^fcc.
in that place. It is suspected that they were dered to be printed in all the newspapers good encouragement on application to the n)ined to pav no bill for their support,
for sale by
WM. LORD.
manufactured in Birmingham, expressly for which publish the laws of this State, sent up subscriber.
SAMUEL HUBBARD.
—— • — -G. —
‘T ALEXANDER
FURNALD.
June 15.
that market, as they bear a date later than for concurrence.
Kennebunk,
June
15,
1833.
,
I
Kennebunk,
May
1,
1833.
NATHAN CLIFFORD, Speaker.
any issued by this government.
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